
    Total Points= _____= _____ 

  Unit: “NOTABLE SOUTH DAKOTANS”  

 
Layered Curriculum Point Sheets 

 
Name ________________________ Class _____________________ Due Date: March 20, 2014 

 

Mrs. Malcom’s Classroom 
South Dakota Standard: 
4.US.2.3. Students are able to describe the influence of notable South Dakotans on the  
development of our state.  

LESSON SUMMARY 

The students are able to gather information from the internet resources available so they can create 
an outline to be used later to write a biography. It generates an appreciation in the students by having 
them learn about important individuals in South Dakota History.  This activity allows the students to 
learn about various famous South Dakotans and understand the hard work and sacrifices they 
endured in order to achieve their success.  

 

 

 

Assignment description 

C Layer Activity  

Biography outline: Fill out the biography question sheet (worksheet 1) about one important historical 
figure in South Dakota. You will use specific websites and books to learn more about your historical South 
Dakotan. When you have completed the biography outline have your teacher check it over and sign off. 
Then move to B Layer Activity. (worksheet # 1) 
-South Dakotan was assigned to you the day before. 
-Websites to use are linked on Mrs. Malcom’s Social Studies page. Any other sources used needs to be 
approved by your teacher 
 

This assignment is worth 20 points. 

Teacher Signature: _________________________ 

Assignment description 

B Layer Activity  

Biography Essay: Using your biography question sheet write an essay about your famous South 
Dakotan. Use Worksheet two to help you with directions. Rubric attached to directions. Essay needs to be 
typed. (Worksheet # 2) 

This assignment is worth 24 points. 

Assignment description 

A Layer Activity  

Persuasive Presentation:  Build an informational presentation about your famous South Dakotan. Not 
only will you inform your class about your South Dakotan but you also need to persuade your class that 
he/she is the most influential South Dakotan in history.  Your class will be taking notes while you present 
your famous South Dakotan. 

 Step1: Fill out your persuasion map sheet. This map will be used as a guideline. 
(worksheet # 3) 

 Step 2: Build a presentation using your map. (Persuasive speech, poster, movie, power point, etc.) 
This assignment is worth 28 points. 


